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Finding Calm in Difficult 
Patient Encounters

·Differentiate difficult from

unacceptable/abusive patient

interactions

·Identify communication strategies

for managing difficult patient

interactions

·Describe how to manage abusive

patient interactions



Why am I doing this talk?



Difficult vs Unacceptable 
Patient Interactions



difficult patient encounters: ones

that elicit negative emotions for the

physician

ex: stress, anxiety, anger,

helplessness, frustration

typically involve four factors:

Patient: uncooperative, hostile

physician: "halt", people pleasing

disease: chronic pain, mental health

system: limited resources, wait times
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15% of patient interactions are

perceived as difficult by physicians

Problem with difficult pt interactions:

neg affect dr-pt relationship

affect quality of care

can lead to medical errors

contribute to burnout and

worsening mental health for

physicians

Difficult Patient Encounters



unacceptable/abusive patient

encounters:

where a patient's behaviour crosses

a boundary for the physician

ex. emotional, psychological, physical,
sexual

verbally or physically threatening

behaviour

physical violence

cyber threats

Unacceptable Patient Encounters



duty as employers to protect our

staff and create a safe working

environment for them

difficult patient encounters typically

involve a communication issue

abusive patient encounters typically

involve a safety issue

Unacceptable Patient Encounters



 

Do you struggle to say no, avoid conflict, accept poor
treatment from others, and feel unsatisfied by your
patient interactions and relationships (feel taken
advantage of often?)

Do you feel guilty if you say NO to something, but also
experience resentment from always saying YES?

Are you a People Pleaser?

People Pleasing 101



 

Say yes when you really want to say no
Do things in an effort to make other people like you
Depend on external validation to define your self-
worth
Prioritize the needs of others over your own
Fear the displeasure of others so you say yes to
avoid conflict or confrontation

Characteristics of People Pleasers....

People Pleasing 101



defining the

boundary that has

been violated

defining the

consequence of a

boundary violation

following

through on what

we say we will do

Elements of a Boundary
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Communication Strategies for Managing
Difficult Patient Interactions



Two People Involved in Every Conflict



There's Only ONE Person We Can Control



Emotional Locus of Control

blame others 

for the way

i am feeling

Think --> Feel --> Do
Negative emotion is generated by the
thoughts we have about a situation
Good News: we can change our
thoughts if we want to
Two Core Skills: 

Learning how to be the neutral
observer of our thoughts
Learning how to regulate our
emotions

What is Within My Control in a Conflict?
where is my emotional locus of

control?

realize that

my emotions

are within 

my control

internal

ex
te

rn
al

negative

emotion



Understanding Your Thinking
tool #1: thought downloads:

try to be the neutral observer of your

thinking

spend 5-10 minutes writing out your

thoughts 

choose 2- 3 thoughts that intrigue

you or elicit strong emotions

plug these thoughts into tool #2 



tool #2: the self-coaching
model

circumstances trigger our thoughts

thoughts create our feelings

feelings drive our actions

actions create our results



the thought line:

start with the circumstance, then

ask:

so what?

What am I making this mean?

Why is this a problem for me?

why does this matter?

when i'm thinking about this

patient, why do I feel (insert

present feeling)?

What is The Self-Coaching Model?



Sample Thought Download



Sample Model:
Circumstance: Patient refuses
COVID vaccine that he asked for,
uses lots of swear words
Thought: He's so rude and
difficult
Feeling: angry
Actions: tell myself I shouldn't
have bothered, argue with him,
speak in a harsh tone, judge him
Result: I am so rude back to him



Sample Model:
Circumstance: Patient refuses
COVID vaccine that he asked for,
uses lots of swear words
Thought: I didn't explain this well
enough to him
Feeling: self-doubt
Actions: think about how I could
have done things differently, fumble
through trying to convince him
Result: I prove to myself I didn't
explain it well enough



What Else Could We Have Thought?:
Circumstance: Patient refuses COVID
vaccine that he asked for, uses lots of
swear words
Thought: I may not agree, but I respect
his choice for his body
Feeling: calm
Actions: feel glad that I went out of my
way to help him, explain risks/benefits
without attachment to outcome, relax
and focus on his issue today 
Result: I maintain respect for him and
me in the encounter



What's different in my 'good' pt

encounters?

how would I approach this problem

with my 'favourite' patient?

what do i want to believe about myself

in all patient interactions?

what if there were no 'difficult' patients?

Changing Dynamics with Difficult Patients



i'm letting go of the rope in this tug of

war

i'm ok with letting this person be wrong

about me

opposites can be true at the same time

there must be something i'm not

understanding here

 

Changing Dynamics with Difficult Patients



Other Communication Strategies
active listening

Restate what the patient told you in their own words
Ask them to explain things you say back to you

document difficult conversations in a

factual way in the medical record

set boundaries and follow through on

them

engage the patient in solution finding 



Other Communication Strategies
express empathy

But just the right dose!
Use simple empathic statements that move the
conversation forward

acknowledging that they are going

through something difficult often

changes the dynamics of the encounter

assume they are decent human beings

having a bad day vs bad human beings



Being the Thermostat not the Thermometer

Two skills for finding calm in dpe's:

Becoming the neutral observer of our thoughts and
changing the ones that don't serve us
Learning how to regulate our emotions

tools to diffuse emotions:

Wiggle your toes, check in with baby toe
Self-compassionate touch (ex. hand on cheek, chest)
breathing - longer exhale than inhale
excuse yourself from the room 



How To Manage Abusive 
Patient Interactions



Unacceptable Patient Encounters
some situations may escalate into

threatening behaviours and violence

First priority should be establishing safety for yourself,
your staff and your other patients

tell patient the behaviour is unacceptable

and outline the consequences

Call 911 if behaviour continues
Give police only info needed to manage the threat (do not
breach confidentiality) 
Have workplace policies and document factually in the
medical record



Unacceptable Patient Encounters
consider if there has been a breakdown in

the doctor-patient relationship

Contact the CMPA and CPSO for direction
CPSO: abusive behaviour is grounds to consider
terminating patient 

Physician must make effort to resolve situation
Physician communicated expectations for patient
conduct
If behaviour is part of repetitive pattern
Discussion has been held with patient explaining
reasons physician can no longer provide care (tip:
send in writing by registered mail)



CASES



Mrs. Mary Complainalot
75 yo female

Always presents with multiple vague complaints
Can't tolerate any medications
Believes she has lots of medical conditions you
have no evidence for on her record 

you spend every visit explaining that

she's healthy and her concerns are

unfounded

You find yourself annoyed and

dismissing her concerns at every visit



Mrs. Mary Complainalot
How can we apply these tools?

Identify our cognitive biases using the model:
We're believing her concerns are unfounded
Feel annoyed when we see her on our day
sheet - primed to dismiss her concerns

Identify the unhelpful actions we're taking:
Dismissing her concerns

Ask ourselves how we would approach this concern
if our 'favourite' patient brought it?
Ask ourselves how we want to feel and act when we
see this patient?
Practice being the thermostat 



Mr. Y. Wontu
you see timmy with his dad, mr Y

wontu, in after hours clinic

Timmy has had a cough for a few days
His father is concerned he needs a chest xray and
antibiotics, you disagree
He becomes angry and yells "I'm just going to have
to take him to emerge if you won't help us" and "I
know a kid that got pneumonia this way"

You leave the encounter feeling really

uncomfortable and doubting your

management

 



Mr. Y. Wontu
how can we apply these tools?

Identify our cognitive biases using the model:
We're making his anger mean that we've done
something wrong
We are uncomfortable with the conflict
Recognize if we have the temptation to people
please and give in to his demands

Opportunity to set boundaries:
"If you keep speaking to me in that tone of voice,
then I will have to end the appointment"

Practice self-compassion and allowing emotions
Cultivate belief that we are good clinicians even when
the patient doesn't agree with our plan



Mrs. Gimme Moremeds
65 yo female with chronic back pain and

complex medical history

Every time she comes in she complains she needs
more medication to manage her pain despite high
doses of opioids and other analgesics
You spend long amounts of time listening to her
complaints
She has no transportation to get to a specialist and
declines physiotherapy and other suggestions

you feel frustrated and believe that

nothing you do will ever help her



Mrs. Gimme Moremeds
how can we apply these tools?

Identify our cognitive biases using the model:
We believe that we can't help this patient
Caught up in her story that nothing helps

Identify the unhelpful actions we're taking:
Escalating doses of opioids with no improvement
Taking all the responsibility for her pain management
on ourselves rather than involving her in her care
Over-empathizing (iatrogenic)

Opportunity to engage her in problem solving
Ask ourselves what we would do differently if we believed
that we could help her?



Mr. B. Igot
73 year old male with hypertension and

cad, comes to your office demanding a

same day appointment with you 

Uses racial slurs to describe his cardiologist
Refuses to leave the waiting room unless he sees you
Raises his voice and rips up the code of conduct
when your office staff point it out to him
Makes threats that he is going to sue you and the
cardiologist 

you are asked to go to the waiting

room to manage the situation



Mr. B. Igot
how can we apply these tools? 

First priority is establishing the safety
Ask him to de-escalate his behaviour and offer him an
appointment at another time
If his behaviour continues, establish boundary that you
will call the police 
Consider whether the therapeutic relationship has been
broken
Address with him in writing what behaviour will not be
tolerated at the clinic going forward 
Assume he is a good human having a bad day unless he
shows you otherwise - then grounds for dismissal



ending the physician-patient relationship:

https://www.cpso.on.ca/Physicians/Policies-Guidance/Policies/Ending-the-
Physician-Patient-Relationship

managing challenging interactions with patients

https://www.bmj.com/content/347/bmj.f4673
how to manage difficult patient encounters

https://www.aafp.org/pubs/fpm/issues/2007/0600/p30.html
challenging patient encounters: How to safely manage and

de-escalate

https://www.cmpa-acpm.ca/en/advice-publications/browse-
articles/2021/challenging-patient-encounters-how-to-safely-manage-and-de-
escalate
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